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VEHICLE SERVICE
Lubrication Solutions 
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INTUITIVE EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS FOR  
MODERN VEHICLE SERVICE OPERATION

MAXIMIZE PROFITS AND  
IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
For auto dealerships and vehicle service garages, bulk fluid 
management is critical for realizing maximum profitability. Graco’s 
automotive shop equipment helps you develop a seamlessly 
connected shop to gain insight, control and reporting on your 
fluids, and allows you to make smarter decisions to drive increased 
operational efficiencies.

ACHIEVE GREATER ACCOUNTABILITY  
AND INVENTORY CONTROL
You need to see where every drop of fluid goes to more accurately 
bill customers, hold technicians accountable and improve 
reordering. Graco’s bulk oil, coolant, water, and windshield wash 
systems give you visibility into your fluid usage and tank levels in an 
intuitive online data management system.

LEVERAGE A POWER BRAND IN VEHICLE 
SERVICE EQUIPMENT
Graco’s legacy is built on developing new technology to drive 
increased profitability for our customers. We pride ourselves 
in delivering premium products paired with the best customer 
service in the industry. And we back our products with best-in-
class warranties to give you peace of mind and ensure long-term 
investment protection.

NOT ALL FLUID MANAGEMENT  
SYSTEMS ARE BUILT THE SAME
Service professionals trust Graco solutions to  
elevate everyday performance.

• Transparency. Monitor every drop, every 
time – automatically.

• Accountability. Track issues to the source.

• Integration. Capture data, integrate 
with popular DMSs and share data with key 
stakeholders quickly.

• Inventory management. Monitor fluid 
inventory and schedule refills to minimize 
delays and excessive costs.
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Have confidence in your lubrication program with Graco 
automatic lubrication solutions. With the right solution and 
support team at your side, automatic lubrication can help 
you reap the benefits of reduced downtime, increased 
productivity and minimized maintenance expenses, 
ultimately driving a greater ROI for your business.

AT WORK WITH GRACO

MUNICIPALITIES

AUTOMOTIVE

HEAVY TRUCK

QUICK LUBE

& MORE

PUMPS

METERS

REELS

RECLAIM

BULK FLUID

ROLLING DRUMS

& MORE

FLUID 
MANAGEMENT 
FOR ANY SHOP

SUPPORTING
SHOP 
EQUIPMENT

INCREASING OIL PRICES 
REQUIRE SHOP ADAPTATION TO 
ENSURE MAXIMUM PROFITS.
Improve monitoring and deliver exact control of bulk/drum fluids 
with an intelligent fluid management system. Integrating with 
your current DMS provides crucial data at a glance, all within 
the system your team is already familiar with.

SCAN FOR MORE  
INFORMATION

GRACO.COM/VEHICLE-SERVICE

REELS
• Solutions to handle any industrial need – 

including electric, light, fluid and air.

• Hose and cord lengths up to 150 feet ensures 
accessibility where needed

• Manufactured with heavy-duty steel for 
durability and longevity

ROLL AROUND DRUMS
• Dispense fluids anywhere in  

your facility
• Electric and pneumatic pumps  

available to meet your specific 
requirements

• Pre-made kits designed for  
easy ordering

BULK FLUID PUMPS
• Fewer moving parts means less downtime 

and low repair costs
• Multiple pumps to meet your needs for low, 

medium or high volume applications
• Industry-leading performance, reliability  

and durability

FLUID MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
• Track fluid usage easily through integrated LAN 
• Track dispenses by quantity, technician, fluid 

type and more
• Control dispense type and amount to ensure only 

the right fluid  and quantity gets dispensed

DISPENSE METERS
• Ability to handle petroleum and synthetic 

oils, DEF and antifreeze
• Meters designed for any application – 

indoors and outdoors
• Preset and non-preset options

PORTABLE FLUID DRAINS
• Designed for oil and coolant
• Options include poly, steel, big hauler 

and track receiver options
• 24 and 26 gallon drain options



Every Graco purchase comes  
with A+ Customer Service.

Questions?
Call (800) 533-9655 
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ALWAYS INNOVATING. 
ALWAYS RESPONSIVE.
For nearly a century, Graco has designed, delivered and supported solutions that you use every day. We help simplify 
everyday tasks and improve productivity for forward-thinking workers and businesses around the world. 

Whether you’re servicing vehicles, operating heavy equipment, performing maintenance repairs, working on an oil rig or 
running manufacturing lines, we’re your one trusted source for proven lubrication equipment and bulk fluid management 
solutions designed to maximize your profitability. Because we understand just one hour of downtime can equal tens of 
thousands in lost revenue.

INNOVATIVE
We listen to our customers and adapt to their 
needs. Our investment in R&D is unparalleled, 
empowering Graco to create more reliable, 
connected, and easier-to-use automatic 
lubrication equipment, bulk fluid management 
and fluid transfer systems.

QUALITY
From our best-in-class manufacturing 
processes, rigorous product testing and 
industry’s best warranty, you always know 
that Graco solutions are going to get the 
job done – and stand the test of time. 
That’s why you can find Graco products 
over 50 years old still in operation.

CONSULTATIVE
Being a consultative partner takes work – 
and we’re always up for it. Graco and our 
distributors want to work with you to identify, 
design and install the best solutions for your 
needs to ensure you receive the maximum ROI 
on your investments. 

RESPONSIVE
When you need an answer, we’re just a  
phone call away. Our support team is 
committed to providing you with a superior 
customer service experience and a reliable  
and fast response. Because we know 
downtime means lost revenue.

For more information, call 844-241-9504 or visit www.graco.com/vehicle-service


